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   For tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it today 

         African Proverb 
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   From The Office of the

   Executive Director
 

The main underpinning of ALF activities in the year under review (2009) has been driven by the 

recognition of the imperatives of developing and improving leadership capacities in order to 

institutionalise and sustain political liberalisation, consolidate t

area of management and foster economic transformation through the teaching of entrepreneurial 

skills. ALF activities also sought to bolster formidable and committed Africa

managed and Africa initiatives where

experiences with a view to improving their performance and set standards in consonance with 

global best practices. 

The Forum has acquitted itself creditably by continuing to develop democratic lea

in government, especially in the parliament through its Legislative Internship Programme (LIP). 

The business community has also been positively impacted with the ground

accomplishments of the Entrepreneurship Development Centre (EDC

through the Democratic Leade

the Democratic leadership capacity and capabilities of young Nigerians
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leaders have started yielding results. One of the current members of the Federal Executive 

Council, Dr. Aliyu Idi Hong, is an alumnus of the DLTW. Many other alumni of the DLTW have 
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of our national life. ALF trained over 200 Nigerian youths drawn from Faith Based 
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Service Corps Merit awarde

entrepreneurship and leadership skills.
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institutions. It started with the establishment of the Junior Business Seminar series in 1991

as a response to a perceived problem in the society. It has since culminated in the 

institutionalisation of entrepreneurial and high l

Netherlands, Nigeria

became an implementation agency for the poverty reduction and employment intervention 

mechanism of the Central Bank of Nigeria. 

Business School Netherlands in Nigeria (BSN)

practising 

As an implementing agency of the CBN in the Southwest region of Nigeria, 

of the three training centres established by the apex bank to tackle mass unemployment and wide 

spread poverty in the country. The man

leadership, micro

business development services that would qualify those trained for loans from various financial 

institutions to run their businesses succ

To address the

programme, ALF creatively designed what is now popularly called 

Development Fund (STAGE)
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Executive Director 

The main underpinning of ALF activities in the year under review (2009) has been driven by the 

recognition of the imperatives of developing and improving leadership capacities in order to 

institutionalise and sustain political liberalisation, consolidate the capacity of civil society in the 

area of management and foster economic transformation through the teaching of entrepreneurial 

skills. ALF activities also sought to bolster formidable and committed Africa

managed and Africa initiatives where leaders and emerging leaders could interface and exchange 

experiences with a view to improving their performance and set standards in consonance with 

global best practices.  

The Forum has acquitted itself creditably by continuing to develop democratic lea

in government, especially in the parliament through its Legislative Internship Programme (LIP). 

The business community has also been positively impacted with the ground

accomplishments of the Entrepreneurship Development Centre (EDC

through the Democratic Leadership Training Workshops (DLTW),

the Democratic leadership capacity and capabilities of young Nigerians

These efforts at developing and enhancing leadership capacity for private sectors and young 

leaders have started yielding results. One of the current members of the Federal Executive 

Council, Dr. Aliyu Idi Hong, is an alumnus of the DLTW. Many other alumni of the DLTW have 

climbed to spheres of pre-eminence in business, politics, academia and such other critical sectors 

of our national life. ALF trained over 200 Nigerian youths drawn from Faith Based 

Organisations, Community Based Organisations, Civil Society Organisations, National Youths 

Service Corps Merit awardees, female lawyers and media practitioners, in the area

entrepreneurship and leadership skills. 

In business sphere, the Forum initially concentrated on young Africans or Nigerians depending 

on the programme particularly young school leavers, craftsmen a

institutions. It started with the establishment of the Junior Business Seminar series in 1991

as a response to a perceived problem in the society. It has since culminated in the 

institutionalisation of entrepreneurial and high level management education.

Netherlands, Nigeria came on stream of ALF solution-seeking agenda in 2003

became an implementation agency for the poverty reduction and employment intervention 

mechanism of the Central Bank of Nigeria.  

Business School Netherlands in Nigeria (BSN), is a specialist business school, rigorously 

practising Action Learning methodology.  

As an implementing agency of the CBN in the Southwest region of Nigeria, 

of the three training centres established by the apex bank to tackle mass unemployment and wide 

spread poverty in the country. The mandates of the EDC are to im

leadership, micro-enterprise development and basic business management skills, and render 

business development services that would qualify those trained for loans from various financial 

institutions to run their businesses successfully.  

To address these lacunae of lack of purpose designed fund for the beneficiaries of the EDC 

programme, ALF creatively designed what is now popularly called 

Development Fund (STAGE). It is designed to be partially funded by

provide credits which will facilitate investment and economic growth. It has since signed a 

The main underpinning of ALF activities in the year under review (2009) has been driven by the 

recognition of the imperatives of developing and improving leadership capacities in order to 

he capacity of civil society in the 

area of management and foster economic transformation through the teaching of entrepreneurial 

skills. ALF activities also sought to bolster formidable and committed Africa-led, Africa 

leaders and emerging leaders could interface and exchange 

experiences with a view to improving their performance and set standards in consonance with 

The Forum has acquitted itself creditably by continuing to develop democratic leadership output 

in government, especially in the parliament through its Legislative Internship Programme (LIP). 

The business community has also been positively impacted with the ground-breaking 

accomplishments of the Entrepreneurship Development Centre (EDC), while the civil society has 
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the Democratic leadership capacity and capabilities of young Nigerians.  
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as a response to a perceived problem in the society. It has since culminated in the 

evel management education. Business School 

seeking agenda in 2003. In 2008, ALF 

became an implementation agency for the poverty reduction and employment intervention 

is a specialist business school, rigorously 

As an implementing agency of the CBN in the Southwest region of Nigeria, EDC, Lagos is one 

of the three training centres established by the apex bank to tackle mass unemployment and wide 

dates of the EDC are to imbue trainees with the needed 

enterprise development and basic business management skills, and render 

business development services that would qualify those trained for loans from various financial 

fund for the beneficiaries of the EDC 

programme, ALF creatively designed what is now popularly called State Growth Enterprise 

It is designed to be partially funded by state governments to 

will facilitate investment and economic growth. It has since signed a 
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Memorandum of Understanding with the First Bank of Nigeria to provide loans to the graduates 

of the centre. 

To support the training and serve as information reservoir and insightful resource base for 

trainees and emerging entrepreneurs, ALF in the last quarter of 2009 commenced a bi-monthly 

publication, Info-prenuer. Though, currently at an infant stage, it promises to be an 

encyclopeadia of sorts for emerging and purposeful entrepreneurs in the months ahead.  EDC, 

Lagos has also expanded the scope of its mandate by stimulating a wider networking and 

collaboration with other stakeholders. It has partnered with the International Labour Organisation 

(ILO), enter a tripartite arrangements with Hewlett Packard (HP), and the United Nations 

Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO), to bring into fruition two new products - the 

Graduate Entrepreneurship Training through Information Technologies - GET-IT and Pre-

Retirement Entrepreneurship Development (PRED), training for retiring senior citizens in 

different sectors of the economy. 

The disappearing generation of geniuses from the continent also impelled new initiatives for their 

regeneration. ALF swung into active partnership with the International Academy for the Gifted 

(IAFTG), conceptualised a project titled “Hexagonal Brains: Identifying and Building the Next 

Generation African Geniuses and Leadership”. It seeks to identify, develop and celebrate 

indigent but gifted young people across Nigeria who would be supported to achieve their 

capabilities and potentials and further empower them to become world class geniuses and 

leaders.  

We express our gratitude and appreciation to our partners and donors for their support and 

commitments over the years.  

Ayodele Aderinwale, MFR 

Executive Director 
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The Entrepreneurship Development 

Centre (EDC), Lagos 
The global economic meltdown of 2009 compelled a change in the orientation of governments on 

the challenges of job creation and poverty eradication. In the midst of growing rate of 

unemployment and mass poverty, the idea of wealth creation has increasingly become 

synonymous with entrepreneurship philosophy.  

Different stakeholders in the Nigerian enterprise decided that the country cannot be an exception. 

Convinced that the national development question cannot be fully addressed on a sustainable 

basis without an entrepreneurship citizenry, the nation’s apex bank, the Central Bank of Nigeria 

(CBN), commenced the Entrepreneurship Development Programme in 2008 as a unique response 

mechanism to the twin-challenge of youth unemployment and poverty.  

Borne out of the conviction that the best way to eradicate poverty is not to alleviate it or make it 

bearable, the EDC project is being nationally implemented from three strategic geo-political 

zones of Southwest, Southeast and North-Western parts of Nigeria. With a thrust hinged on self-

employment through innovativeness, creativity and idea generation, these training centres are 

based in Lagos, Nsukka and Kano. 

The CBN reckoned that by creating wealth, poverty is put on the back foot and forced to beat a 

hasty retreat. Because wealth, just like poverty, can easily spread, trainees are expected to first 

become self-employed and eventually, become employers and as such, provide value added 

services and goods that would re-brand Nigeria.  
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Backed by a track record and achievements in youth development programmes, over the years, 

the Africa Leadership Forum (ALF), is charged with the responsibility of helping the CBN to 

help achieve this task in the South-West region of Nigeria. It is on record that the ALF has since 

1991, pursued with an undeterred commitment, an agenda of grooming of the successor 

generation in both social and economic spheres.  

It started with the Junior Business Seminar Series, designed for young adults’ school leavers and 

graduates of institutions of higher learning. The JBS, with the objectives of sharpening the 

awareness of, and developing participants’ interest in self-employment, self-reliance, and private 

initiatives, exposed these young Nigerians to a wide variety of techniques of managing business 

enterprises and also to inculcate the culture of entrepreneurship in young graduates of higher 

institutions. 

17 years after, these objectives became concomitant to that of the EDC initiative and drawing 

from a long history of youth empowerment, ALF, Africa’s premier civil society organisation, has 

evolved with the EDC Lagos, as a pace-setting centre amongst the comity of EDCs in Nigeria. 

Thematic Areas  

Prognoses on the antidote for fighting the scourge of unemployment and prevalent poverty have 

been located in micro, small and medium scale enterprises. The CBN found these alternative 

employment options in moulding young entrepreneurs who will eventually become net-

contributors to the national economy and for revamping the critical sectors of national 

development. Through well-laid-out strategies, training and certification programming, the EDC, 

Lagos assist young Nigerians to embrace entrepreneurship activities from four thematic areas: 

Leadership; Micro-enterprise Development; Basic Business Management; and Business 

Development Services.  

Project Activity 
As an implementing agency, the Africa Leadership Forum has a mandate to mould twenty-five 

thousand young entrepreneurs with a corresponding twenty-five thousand new businesses within 

a five-year period (2008 - 2013). 

Highlights of activities attest to modest achievements and successes, charting of new frontiers 

and of course challenges. Since the commencement of operations in July 2008, EDC Lagos 

through its innovative training products has trained 7,881 and counselled 8,501 clients since 

inception in April 2008 to December 2009 through its various expanded products beyond its 

three original which include: 

• The Regular Graduate Scheme. 

• The Regular Non-Graduate Scheme. 

• Managerial Enhancement Training Scheme for Master Artisans. 

• University Entrepreneurship Development. 

• Executive Entrepreneurship Programme. 

• Pre-Retirement Development Programme 

• Graduate Entrepreneurship Training through Information Technology (GET-IT) 

 

Furthermore, the centre has trained thousands of clients of the Lagos State Ministry of Women 

Affairs and Poverty Alleviation (WAPA). Currently, the centre is working with Ekiti State 

government and to date, 97 graduates of Ekiti State origin have undergone a three- month 

training programme while the second phase of 103 graduates is in the pipeline.  

86% of these are women (as at September 2009) and this is a significant improvement on last 

year’s enrollment. EDC, Lagos has taken business advisory services beyond the classrooms. 
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Consequently, 246 new certified business plans have been generated with another 974 at various 

stages of completion. More new businesses have been established and over 342 existing 

businesses have been expanded. EDC, Lagos has continued to create an enabling environment for 

clients to access varying business support.  

An additional 1,288 and 1528 were trained and counselled respectively in the quarter (October – 

December 2009). These include 343 (26.6%) males and 945 (73.4%) females trained, and, 366 

males and 1162 females counseled.  

The approval of a proposal submitted by ALF to the Lagos State government was a major 

breakthrough for the centre, and before we could emerge from the attendant euphoria, EDC was 

called upon to commence the implementation of Ekiti Entrepreneurship Development 

Programme. While these developments represent a positive trend, the centre’s capacity as an 

organisation was fully overstretched. A combination of forces: creativity, dedication and 

ingenuity employed by the management coalesced to give the EDC managed a safe landing from 

the organisation’s  challenges arising basically from material and human resource constraints.  

Training activities commenced on January 9 and ended on December 18, 2009. In all, a total of 

47 centre based training editions, 19 editions of Entrepreneurship Outreach Training (EOT), and 

16 orientation sessions were conducted between January and December 2009. A total of four 

thousand, seven hundred and seventy-two thousand (4,772) trainees were registered under the 

various training schemes (Figures for Ojo and Ikeja cantonments not available at the time of 

report compilation). Out of this, four thousand, three hundred and twenty-seven (4,327) 

completed the training, while four hundred and forty-five (445) dropped out.  

824 trainees registered for the centre-based training programme. They comprise 20 batches of 

graduate classes, 13 non-graduate classes, 13 Executive Weekend /Executive Entrepreneurship 

Development classes and a (centre based) outreach class conducted at the centre for Church of 

God Mission.  

Training Programme - Counseled and Trained Participants in EDC Lagos 

EDC pilot Phase 

Period 

FEs Counseled/Trained Counseled  Trained % Target Met 

- Trained 
(1250/yr)* 

Trained 

UG 

Trained 

SSG 

Counseled Trained Male Female Male Female 

1st Qtr April-June 
‘08 

- - - - - - - - - 

2nd Qtr July-Sept ‘08 189 189 142 47 142 47 15.12% 149 40 

3rd Qtr Oct-Dec. ‘08 1587 1587 331 1256 331 1256 126.96% 415 1172 

4th Qtr Jan-March 

‘09 

1352 1226 310 1042 250 976 98.08% 524 702 

5th Qtr April-June 
‘09 

2,836 2,275 721 2,115 501 1,774 182% 513 1,762 

6th Qtr July – 

September ‘09 

1009 1316 397 612 316 1000 105% 342 974 

7th Qtr Oct – Dec 
‘09 

1528 1288 366 1162 343 945 103.04% 218 1070 

Cumulative 8,501 7,881 2,267 6234 1,883 5,998 630.2% 2,161 5,720 
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Extra Niche 
 

Although they are meant to be operational from 2010, two new sets of trainees were identified for 

incorporation into the EDC scheme in 2009. They are retiring senior citizens in public and 

private employment under the aegis of Pre-retirement Entrepreneurship Development (PRED), 

and Graduates Entrepreneurship Training through Information technology (GET-IT) schemes. 

 

Continuous training and re-training are key desiderata for the promotion of excellence and 

professionalism. In order to ensure the highest possible quality of service delivery, a series of in-

house international capacity building was organised for staff of EDC in 2009. These training 

include International Model Facilitation Technique on the use of Pin Wall Cards training. It was 

facilitated by a renowned German trainer, Mr. Henrich Bergstresser. The other was on Graduate 

Entrepreneurship Training through Information Technology (GET-IT). This was supported and 

organised by Hewlett Packard (HP), in collaboration the United Nations Industrial Development 

Office (UNIDO).      

 

Mentoring 
On the average of once bi-monthly, EDC, Lagos exposed trainees to drink from the fountains of 

knowledge of accomplished, successful entrepreneurs who facilitated mentoring opportunities in 

2009. Six of such mentoring sessions, were resourced by Dr Samson Makinwa, Mrs Gbonju 

Awojuyigbe, Mrs Bolanle Olakanle, Mrs Olusade Ogunwale and Mrs Ronke Olotu during 

the intervening months.  

At the 2
nd

 Convocation Ceremony, November 20, 2009, the guest lecturer, Mrs. Ibukun Awosika, 

CEO of SOKOA Chairs, Lagos, mentored trainees, citing her life experiences as an entrepreneur, 

a career commenced at age 25. Armed with only a three month stint working as an accountant at 

Alibert, a furniture company, she left the place to begin her entrepreneurship career with the 

founding of Quebees Ltd. in 1989 with the aim of manufacturing good quality wooden furniture 

for office use only. She narrated how her commitment to success, negotiation skills and focus 

helped her to bargain the bends and obstacles of the Nigerian business environment. To tackle 

start-up costs and employees, she negotiated with the carpenters, who came with their tools, and 

sawmills was used as job locations. As starting capital, she insisted clients paid some percentage 

as deposits, and this was usually utilised to get the job done. Graduates were inspired to know 

that  Quebees’ first set of customers were Prime Merchant Bank and Texaco, which were hitherto 

patronising the big furniture companies but got attracted to Quebees’ quality works and 

presentations. The company now has a strategic partnership with SOKOA S.A, the largest office 

seating manufacturer in France.  

Four vocational training sessions were also resourced by McCherith Business Ventures Ms Nyang 

Okorie, Rotak Footwear and Mrs Abimbola Durojaiye in 2009. They were conducted to expose 

trainees to a range of technical vocations. Also, over 150 trainees and graduates of EDC 

benefitted from the “Technical Branding” session resourced by Mrs Abimbola Durojaiye of Tact 

Sequence. 

Partnerships with Public and Private Sectors 
In contributing to the socioeconomic development of its primary focus area (southwest Nigeria), 

2009 was a period of strengthened interface between EDC Lagos and the Ekiti State government, 

Lagos State Microfinance Initiative (LASMI), Lagos State Ministry of Women Affairs and 

Poverty Alleviation (WAPA), National Association of Small and Medium Enterprises (NASME), 

Non-governmental organisations such as Foundation for Skills Development and Compass Lagos 

Coalition. Also in 2009, religious institutions like NASFAT, Redeemed Christian Church of God,  
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Church of God Mission and tertiary institutions such as The Bells University of Technology, 

(BUT), Ota and The Redeemers University of Nigeria (RUN), Mowe, among others, commenced 

entrepreneurship development training for their adherents, residents, students, members, and 

workers, including those in various vocations.  
 

Feedback from the Field 

As part of the centre’s commitment to maintaining consistent relationship with its clients and also 

in order to effectively monitor the programme outcome, the Monitoring and Evaluation and the 

Business Development Services units of the centre conduct weekly joint visits to EDC clients to 

determine how they are faring in their respective business since their graduation from the centre, 

among others.  

 

The recent field visits were carried out in 10 business locations of EDC clients in Ota – Ogun 

State, and most parts of Lagos State, including Dopemu, Ojota, Agege, Ajao Estate, Egbeda, 

Lekki Surulere, Ikeja, Ikorodu, Dopemu, Ikotun, Ogba and Victoria Island all in Lagos State.The 

categories of business covered by the visits are Production (confectionaries, detergents, liquid 

soap, etc); Services (sale of recharge cards, consultancies, sale of house paints, sale of aluminium 

roofing sheets, etc); and Agriculture (fish farming, snail farming, poultry, etc).  

However, during these visits, it was observed that in as much as finance remains a core challenge 

especially for start-up businesses, the EDC clients remain grateful to the entire programme which 

they said has imbued in them business ethos and quest for excellence against all odds. 

To strengthen the drive for financial linkages for its clients, the centre is consolidating and 

reviewing an existing frame (draft) Memorandum of Understanding with representatives of First 

Bank Nigeria PLC under its State Growth Enterprise (STAGE), Fund.  

Notwithstanding, the challenges encountered by the centre in linking  clients with credit facility, a 

total loan sum disbursed last year, stood at seven million, three hundred and thirty-six thousand 

(N7,336,000.00) from EDC partners. The sources of these funds include; Allover MFB, 

N200,000 to one beneficiary, Lift Above Poverty Organisation (LAPO), N660,000 to 1 person, 

First City Monument Bank (FCMB), offered 150,000 to 1 person, Friends provided N306,000.00 

to 1 person and New Life Empowerment Initiative disbursed N6,020,000 to 186 persons. 

        

 EDC Activities Update (APRIL 2008 – DECEMBER 2009) 

Quarter No of 

Clients 

Trained 

No of Clients 

Counseled 

Bus Plan 

Certified 

Bus Plan 

Draft 

New Bus 

Established. 

Bus 

Expanded/Diver

sified 

Access to 

Loan 

1st Qtr. (April-

June 2008) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2nd Qtr. (July –
Sept 2008) 

189 189 34 24 3 26 1 

3rd Qtr. (Oct-

Dec 2008) 

1,587 1,587 33 136 11 68 0 

4th Qtr. (Jan-Mar 

2009) 

1,226 1,352 75 401 14 62 11 

5th Qtr. (Apr- 

Jun 2009)  

2,275 2,836 64 173 2 127 22 

6th Qtr. 
(Jul – Sept 

2009) 

1287 1009 40 448 0 79 104 

7TH Qtr (Oct – 
Dec 2009) 

1288 1528 141 463 4 31 57 

TOTAL 

 
7881 8501 387 1,685 34 393 195 
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Convocation 

Two graduation ceremonies were conducted in the period under consideration. The first 

graduation held on February 7, 2009 while the second graduation took place on November 20, 

2009. A total of 360 successful EDC graduates were awarded certificates of Entrepreneurship 

Development at the ceremonies. Some of them shared their success stories with the audience.    

What EDC Clients Say 
Majority narrated that the EDC training and skills are highly relevant to the performance of their 

business operations. As a result, they have recommended several persons to EDC. The clients 

also commended the facilitators and admitted that the N5, 000.00 registration fee paid belies the 

quality of knowledge they got from the centre. Some clients confirmed that the market game 

technique adopted by the Micro Enterprise Unit of the centre as a teaching module is quite 

unique and memorable. Excerpts: 

 

• Paul Adoga, MD/CEO, Chaglapa Consult Ltd. 

Our company was incorporated in 2008. We set out to carry out business of management 

consulting, investment advising, real estate and general contract as stipulated in our 

memorandum and article of association. 

We were actually frustrated in the area of real estate, largely due to lack of fund. We 

approached Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria for funding but they requested that we must 

have a virgin land before they could finance the infrastructures. We were never funded. 

However, after joining the EDC, I got other ideas particularly, in the areas of supplies of 

diesel and contracts to supply school uniforms, and sports wears to nursery, primary and 

secondary schools. That was my break. The diversification that EDC thought me made us 

reap some profit. It is the income generated by what looks like petty contracts that is 

sustaining the real estate firm.  

 

• Fasina Olamide, MD/CEO, Tiwa Food Ventures 

When I graduated from Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye, I looked for a white collar 

job that was taking eternity to come. I took a personal decision to go to the EDC because I 

was tired of staying at home and looking up to my family and relations for feeding. In July 

2009, I enrolled.  

Being part of the entrepreneurship development programme has been the best decision I have 

ever taken in my life. Now, I have an increased confidence in myself and I have started my 

own business of packaging dry soup ingredients of Nigerian origin for sale. With just N5, 

000.00, I have been able to start a business with prospects of fetching a turnover of N850, 

000.00 in 18 months. I am even planning to export to Nigerians in the Diaspora. For this, I 

am grateful to CBN/ALF for their initiative to encourage ordinary people like me to be 

worthy entrepreneurs. 

 

Mrs. Olunike Nwokoro, CEO, DpiLuk Enterprises 

I had been marketing my products with my car before now. Though I opened my boutique in 

March 2009, business was always on the down slope. One day my husband brought the EDC 

adverts in Guardian Newspaper to me at home. Before the training commenced, I was not 

keeping records of my business income and expenditure. I was not paying myself and I was 

always dipping my hands into the business money as I liked. But while in EDC, I was taught 

the importance of record keeping, stock taking and the need to pay myself even as the owner 

of the business. 

Now, I keep daily records, take daily stock and also pay myself. I have also employed a sales 

manager who I now pay. I plan to open another outlet soon because of the volume of 

business. 
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The training also taught me how to be unique. In this wise, I discovered my competitors buy 

their stocks mostly from UK, Dubai and US. In trying to be unique, I have located another 

market whose products my competitors scramble to pick. I have also printed business cards 

for myself and sales manager and I am planning to design a website where people can order 

on-line. These are uniquely my ideas garnered from the EDC training. 

 

• Esther Abiola A. Sonaya, CEO, Biobio ‘Toun Home of Fashion 

I am essentially a designer. My fashion house is into both native and corporate wears. We 

also sell shoes, bags and other accessories. 

We have been in this business for quite some time before coming to EDC. I am someone 

who believes in hard work.  No matter what you do, your hard work remains with you; this is 

what prompted me to attend the entrepreneurship training. It was an eye opener. 

I have launched new designs. I make hat, beads, head gears (gele) for all occasions. Another 

thing I enjoy in the EDC is that before I came for the training, I rarely took note of profit and 

loss, stock and how to approach customers as well as follow-up, networking business and 

most especially, the business plans. EDC has really helped my business. I have been able to 

recruit 3 staff to keep pace with the volume of business since I took corrective measures over 

the lapses of my days of ignorance. 

 

• ELIJAH OJO, CEO, Elijah Agro Ventures   

I thank God for an EDC text message I received that brought me back to my feet. I was into 

yam tubers trading with a friend. We never really had a written agreement. It was a business 

relationship based on a gentlemanly, verbal agreement. He was the ‘boss’ and I was working 

like an elephant and eating like an ant. Since there was no concrete documentation of sales 

and terms of engagement, I reflected that the training would be worth my while. The 

knowledge acquired from the centre has really equipped me to face a number of challenges 

in my business. Although I came to EDC with a mindset: that I can access loan to start up on 

my own, the experience gained from the centre has greatly influenced me to know how to 

write business plans, register my business and has equipped me for proper business 

negotiation and agreement documentation and my leadership skills have been sharpened.  

Now we have started 60 heaps per 100 lines in Abeda village, Ugba, Benue State, that is 

6000 yam tubers farmland cultivation and the planting will commerce by April 2010. My 

expansion plans are already taking shapes. 

 

• Mr. Gregory Agochukwu, CEO, Eyesaffair Enterprises Limited 

The company, EYESAFFAIR ENTERPRISES LIMITED was registered and started 

business in 2002 as a dealer, supplier and distributor of ophthalmic goods in Nigeria. We 

have our distribution office and shop in Lagos. We are into sales of ophthalmic lenses, 

frames, instruments and optical consumables. We sale both finished and semi finished 

ophthalmic products.  We are dedicated to improve the supply and distribution of ophthalmic 

goods to our customers with utmost satisfaction. Our goal is to achieve the growth of 

becoming a major name in the ophthalmic market in Nigeria.  

To achieve this,   the company established a strong business relationship with major 

ophthalmic products manufacturers in Europe and Asia. In partnership with them, we have 

progressed in our service and product delivery while maintaining the highest quality in 

keeping with established standard within the industry. 

Our participation in EDC training has helped us in the areas of organisation and expansion 

plan. And we have also witnessed growth in profit within the shortest period we undertook 

the training 
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Today, we are able to convince our suppliers abroad on the need to create popularity of their 

products in our markets, an idea learnt during the training in the EDC.  The negotiation 

fetches us N250, 000 for every N500, 000 goods purchased. We enjoy a benefit of receiving 

extra supply of goods after every purchase we make at no cost. We are also planning to 

increase our volume of import and are reaching out to banks and financial institutions for 

loan. 

 

• Bolanle Babarinde, Director, Diligent Hands International  

Diligent Hands Vocational Institute is a dynamic goal oriented centre established to war 

against joblessness, unemployment syndrome, creating room for self discovery, development 

and opportunity to make each trainee an employer of labour. 

We run workshops, training, seminars and exhibition for all classes of people. Before 

coming to EDC, I realised that I needed a business development training enhance and effect 

the much needed expansion.  

My expectation was not lost at all as the EDC training really made me more focused, a much 

needed ingredient for expansion. I also learnt financial management in plain terms and I now 

know how to run my business better, particularly as I deal with trainees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Ojekunle Adeoba, Training Manager and Mr. Tayo 

Oyewole, Business Development Manager, addressing 

trainees at an EDC outreach session. 

The EDC Resource Centre equipped by Hewlett Packard 

in partnership with the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organisation (UNIDO) 

Mr. Iroansi Ituadon, Business Development Specialist 

with Olunike Nwokoro, an EDC client at her boutique 

during a field visit  
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DEMOCRATIC LEADERSHIP 

TRAINING WORKSHOP (DLTW)  
The shift in governance paradigm from military suzerainty to civilian rule has, at best, 

reflected in change of attires worn by leaders. Some in the short time of second renaissance, 

have again, lapsed into perversion with all manners of ‘home-grown’ models of democracy, 

diarchy and one party dictatorship. The mindset, recruitment and operations of the state 

apparatus remained largely skewed against established democratic norms and universal 

standards. The rising and intolerable wilful distortion has accentuated the cost development 

in the continent.  

Leadership crisis is at the core of the Africa Leadership Forum’s establishment in 1988. It 

would therefore amount to a dereliction of mandate if it shirks away from the palpable 

distortion of ethics and professionalism in its corporate governance and other facets of the 

polity and economy.  

Expectedly, ALF rose to the realisation of the need for a deliberate and systematic 

cultivation of ethical leadership, competencies and capabilities among young Africans as a 

conscious, inalienable touchstone for building the countries of Africa from the despoliations, 

ruins and clutches of bad leadership that rendered it viaduct and stagnated from the rest of 

humanity in the last millennium. Clearly, the 21
st
 century requires far greater preparation, 

conscientisation and earnestness if Africa would break from the inertia and backwardness of 

the past. A piecemeal solution would neither work nor would a haphazard approach change 

the fortune of the 52 countries significantly, if standards are jettisoned or if the economy, 

politics and governance processes remain business as usual. 

These disparate, yet interrelated concerns, informed ALF’s institutionalisation of what has 

come to be known as the Democratic Leadership Training Workshops (DLTW), series across 
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the continent of Africa, since 1998. The timing itself was significant. It was at the turn of the 

millennium when most African states were breaking away from the locust stranglehold of 

military dictatorship. Indeed, it was the year, the founding chairman of the Forum, HE 

Olusegun Obasanjo, heaved a sigh of freedom as he became liberated from the unjust 

detention by a despot, Gen. Sani Abacha. 

The first set of DLTW was held in Dakar, Senegal in May 1998 and another in Accra, Ghana 

in November of the same year. The Southern African edition of the workshop was held in 

Windhoek, Namibia in 1999, while the East and Central African edition held in Nairobi, 

Kenya in August.  

 

Between 1998 and 2000, ALF implemented the DLTW with support of the United Nations 

Development Programme, Regional Bureau for Africa (UNDP-RBA), Friedrich Naumann 

Foundation, a German development partner, and the Joint Centre for Political and Economic 

Studies. Since then, there has been no stopping the capacity building machine. 

 

 

DLTW IN NIGERIA  
 

The successes of the regional DLTWs informed a desire to domesticate the gains for 

democracy strengthening initiatives that berthed in Nigeria afterwards.   As Nigeria transited 

to a democracy, and gradually picked up the pieces from the years ravaged by the putrid 

experiences of military decrees and misgovernance, it became critically imperative that the 

successor generation of Nigerians become increasingly pro-active and participative in the 

preparations for the challenges that would be thrust on them with the advent of democratic 

governance.  

 

The USAID/Office of Transition Initiatives which originally collaborated with ALF to 

commence the process of democratic leadership empowerment for the Nigerian youths 

sponsored six workshops across the country’s six geo-political zones. The first held in the 

South South geo-political zone. It held in Calabar. The South East edition held in Enugu, 

followed by the one held in Sokoto for the North West; Jos hosted the DLTW for the North 

Central, Yola for the North East  and finally, Ota hosted the South West geo-political zone – 

all in 2000.  The Freidreich Naumman Foundation of Germany also provided additional 

support for three editions of the DLTW. The DLTW enjoyed similar support between 2004 

and 2007 from the Norwegian Agency for Development (NORAD), across the six (6) geo-

political zones of Nigeria. 

 

Conscious of the need to mainstream gender with losing sight of the focus and essence, ALF 

haven reflected and identified the needs to fill gender and professional voids in the polity, 

propped up an agenda for group specificity in the DLTW series. A corollary of this was the 

stance to spread beneficiaries of DLTW among various interest groups.  The political climate 

and the myriad of complexities that fraught the civilian-to-civilian electoral processes largely 

indicated that the challenges of leadership be mitigated and that they transcended the strictly 

political variations. By empowering other stakeholders and sections of the civil society, such 

as community based organisations, business, professional and business associations, women, 

youths, farmers’ organisations, students and other critical sectors with a view to facilitating 

the release of their creative energies in the ensuing immersion process, the democratisation 

agenda is better served.  The categories considered under the 2007-2009 schemes are:  

 

• NYSC Merit Award Winners – peopled by graduates of tertiary institutions, who during 

the mandatory one-year national service had through exemplary conduct and industry 

impacted on the communities where they did their primary assignments and for which 

they were honoured by the federal or state governments. 

   Dr. Aliyu Idi Hong, Nigeria’s 
Minister of State Foreign 
Affairs, a DLTW Alumus 

 



 

• Civil Society Organisations 

operate or work for value

promote interest of the poor or vulnerable groups, provide social services or undertake 

to interrogate issues bordering on development, empowerment and better living 

conditions.

•  General Public (Public and Private Sectors) 

engaged in either self employment or engaged by private enterprises or those employed 

by government and have the requisite qualifications and who have acquitted themselves 

creditably in their callings. 

• Female Student Leaders 

Union activists in schools or from a particular community.

• Female Lawyers 

• Female Medical Doctors 

in health care delivery and have made a mark in medical practice 

• Political Party Executives 

registered by the Independent National Electoral Commission. 
 

 

Specific Workshop
• T

towards meeting the challenges of sustaining the democratic process in Nigeria and 

Africa.

• Improve the capacity of young leaders to continuously expand their liberal 

space.

• Provide opportunity for inter

towards positive collaboration at both lateral and vertical levels.

• Enhance opportunity for young leaders to sharpen their leadership skills in participato

democracy and governance.

• Inculcate in young leaders the values of democratic leadership.

 

In 2009, another series of workshops sponsored by NORAD held. They were for the General 

Public Group, February 16

Medical Doctors, May 25

Society Organisations, October 5

groups

leadership qualities and were in critical positions of influence and authority in their respective 

spheres of operation and influence. An average of 40 persons were selected from each group for 

each of the five workshops in 2009. 

In all, 203 participants benefited from the workshops in the year under review (see chart 1 for 

number of male and female participants, and Chart 2 for total 

workshops, below). Each workshop had an average of thirty (30) papers grouped into four 

modules 

Tools) presented. Evaluations of short term resul

participants at the end of the workshop indicated great achievements. This group of the DLTW 

formulated projects for organised inputs into governance process. While a number of positive 

spiral developments w

 

 

 

   Participants listening to their 
instructor during the Outdoor 
Team Building Exercise. 
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Civil Society Organisations – this class of participants are drawn from young adults who 

operate or work for value-based organisations that pursue activities t

promote interest of the poor or vulnerable groups, provide social services or undertake 

to interrogate issues bordering on development, empowerment and better living 

conditions. 

General Public (Public and Private Sectors) – are young

engaged in either self employment or engaged by private enterprises or those employed 

by government and have the requisite qualifications and who have acquitted themselves 

creditably in their callings.  

Female Student Leaders – Young women who have been elected to offices as Student 

Union activists in schools or from a particular community.

Female Lawyers – Outstanding young women who are engaged in the legal profession

Female Medical Doctors – Young women who by their professional ca

in health care delivery and have made a mark in medical practice 

Political Party Executives – Young adults who are leading lights in the political parties 

registered by the Independent National Electoral Commission. 

Specific Workshop Objectives 
To empower male and female youth leaders in democracy and human rights issues 

towards meeting the challenges of sustaining the democratic process in Nigeria and 

Africa. 

Improve the capacity of young leaders to continuously expand their liberal 

space. 

Provide opportunity for inter-political networks, inter-party networks and linkages 

towards positive collaboration at both lateral and vertical levels.

Enhance opportunity for young leaders to sharpen their leadership skills in participato

democracy and governance. 

Inculcate in young leaders the values of democratic leadership.

In 2009, another series of workshops sponsored by NORAD held. They were for the General 

Public Group, February 16-20, 2009; NYSC Merit Award Winners, April 6

Medical Doctors, May 25-29, 2009; Secondary School Teachers, September 7

Society Organisations, October 5-9, 2009. Participants were drawn

groups were young adults between the ages of 18 and 40, who h

leadership qualities and were in critical positions of influence and authority in their respective 

spheres of operation and influence. An average of 40 persons were selected from each group for 

each of the five workshops in 2009.  

In all, 203 participants benefited from the workshops in the year under review (see chart 1 for 

number of male and female participants, and Chart 2 for total 

workshops, below). Each workshop had an average of thirty (30) papers grouped into four 

modules - (Understanding Leadership, Liberal Democracy, Ethics and Values, and Leadership 

Tools) presented. Evaluations of short term results generated from the assessment forms filled by 

participants at the end of the workshop indicated great achievements. This group of the DLTW 

formulated projects for organised inputs into governance process. While a number of positive 

spiral developments were visible from the workshop. 

this class of participants are drawn from young adults who 

based organisations that pursue activities to relieve sufferings, 

promote interest of the poor or vulnerable groups, provide social services or undertake 

to interrogate issues bordering on development, empowerment and better living 

are young men and women who are 

engaged in either self employment or engaged by private enterprises or those employed 

by government and have the requisite qualifications and who have acquitted themselves 

women who have been elected to offices as Student 

Union activists in schools or from a particular community. 

Outstanding young women who are engaged in the legal profession 

Young women who by their professional calling are involved 

in health care delivery and have made a mark in medical practice  

Young adults who are leading lights in the political parties 

registered by the Independent National Electoral Commission.  

o empower male and female youth leaders in democracy and human rights issues 

towards meeting the challenges of sustaining the democratic process in Nigeria and 

Improve the capacity of young leaders to continuously expand their liberal political 

party networks and linkages 

towards positive collaboration at both lateral and vertical levels. 

Enhance opportunity for young leaders to sharpen their leadership skills in participatory 

Inculcate in young leaders the values of democratic leadership. 

In 2009, another series of workshops sponsored by NORAD held. They were for the General 

20, 2009; NYSC Merit Award Winners, April 6-10, 2009; Female 

29, 2009; Secondary School Teachers, September 7-11, 2009 and Civil 

9, 2009. Participants were drawn from the aforementioned 

were young adults between the ages of 18 and 40, who have shown demonstrable 

leadership qualities and were in critical positions of influence and authority in their respective 

spheres of operation and influence. An average of 40 persons were selected from each group for 

In all, 203 participants benefited from the workshops in the year under review (see chart 1 for 

number of male and female participants, and Chart 2 for total participants for each of the 

workshops, below). Each workshop had an average of thirty (30) papers grouped into four 

(Understanding Leadership, Liberal Democracy, Ethics and Values, and Leadership 

ts generated from the assessment forms filled by 

participants at the end of the workshop indicated great achievements. This group of the DLTW 

formulated projects for organised inputs into governance process. While a number of positive 
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Modules/Topics
 

The DLTW in its entirety was drawn over four modules with 

modules are:

a. Understanding Leadership

b. Liberal Democracy

c. Ethics and Values

d. Leadership Tools
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Chart 1 - Number of male and female 2009 DLTW participants

C

h

art 2 - Number of participants per each of the DLTW   

Modules/Topics 

The DLTW in its entirety was drawn over four modules with 

modules are: 

Understanding Leadership 

Liberal Democracy 

Ethics and Values 

Leadership Tools 
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The DLTW in its entirety was drawn over four modules with over twenty sessions. These 
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• Nigeria in the World Today: this session provides a broad spectrum of Africa and Nigeria in 

a globalising world. It identifies various challenges of development, ICTs, Health, Maternal 

Mortality, Corruption, Capital Markets and Pension Industry, among others. 

• The Concept of Leadership: this session lays emphasis on the approaches in Leadership 

theories which include trait, behavioural, power-influence, situational and integrative 

leadership and how this can be used effectively. 

• Understanding Political Liberalisation: this session explains determinants for liberal 

politics and strengthening participants knowledge about the subject matter 

• The State in Africa: the session defines the African constituency in globalisation 

process 

• Leadership for Development:  this session explains the seven lessons for leading the 

voyage to the future which include: Leaders don’t wait, character counts, leaders have 

their head in the cloud and feet on the ground, Shared value counts, leaders can’t do it 

all alone, the legacy you leave is the life you lead and Leadership is everyone’s 

business. 

• Case study on Nelson Mandela: this session encourages participants to apply 

knowledge and skill, values and concept gathered from the previous session using 

Mandela as a case study. 

• Adaptive Leadership: this session helps participants strategise in meeting difficult 

challenges 

• Tacoma Case Study: encourages participants to apply knowledge & skills acquired in 

previous sessions  

• Leadership & the Challenge of Ethics: this session is anchored towards aligning the 

essence of ethical leadership, and projecting the centrality of values for development in 

an ethically challenged society. It explains the use of ethics and professionalism while 

practising leadership 

• Workings of a Democratic Government: the session breaks down the rudiments of a 

democratic government, highlights the ills in the practice and how it can be made right 

using the rule of law and constitution review among others.  

• Community Service and Civic Values: the session equips participants with further 

alternate skills in civic values and community service which provide significant 

challenge, meet genuine needs and involve both the community and the mover. 

• Lobby and Advocacy: this session deals with the process of articulating and 

rationalising a cause in order to mobilise social actions or change in public policies and 

legislation. It emphasises where lobbying and advocacy can be done and also the 

difference between lobbying and bribery. 

• Leadership & the Reconstruction of Social Capital: the session explains the concept 

which consists of normatively regulated social relationships that permit long term 

reciprocity and mutual trust. 

• Power and Power Relations: this session explains the rudiments of power and how it 

can be effectively used by leaders in a democratic settings; it also strengthens 

participants’ knowledge on the type of power and how it can be adapted in every 

situation taking cognisance  of their present environment 

• Coalition Building: proposes a temporary alliance or partnering of groups in order to 

achieve a common good or purpose and engage in joint activity, how to plan a coalition, 

how to make it work, the benefits of coalition etc, were also treated in detail. 

• Gender Mainstreaming and Analysis: is geared towards involving the women in 

every sphere of decision making processes right from the onset and not just including 

them on the way ( as if it were an addendum).  

• ICTs as a leadership Tool I & II: the sessions explain the need of ICT as a leadership 

tool in global economy transformation process, how ICT can be used to tackle 
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leadership problems,, use of ICT in contemporary world, t

possible ways of consolidation of an emerging democratic economy among others.

• Effective Communication:

of communication how it takes place, the direction of communication

communication process, skills and barriers to communication.

• Leadership Simulation: 

to do with personal value

influencing 

positions, fundamental people skill, alternative people skill among others.

• Negotiation Skills:

them through the

negotiation. This session encourage participants to apply negotiations skills in business, 

private and public transactions.

• Scenario Building Concepts:

what they foresee in 2020. The session provides a platform for participants to project 

and visualise the Nigeria of their future

• Personal Empowerment: 

self esteem to enabl

themselves through internal validation among other things.

• Active Citizenship: 

citizenship and seek to reconcile conflicts t

responsibilities as citizens

• Individual and Group Action Plan: 

drawing their group and individual work plans based on pressing issues in their various 

working are

concepts and skills

 

In score-carding the year’s workshops, participants contented that they were highly impressed 

and significantly satisfied by the overall programme content, as well

Based on their responses from the workshop assessment data collated, 47% of the participants 

rated the workshop to be excellent while 50% said it was very good, and 3% said it was good. 

While as regards the value of the programme, 7

24% said it is very good while 1% said it is good. 

 

 

Participants’ response on general assessment of 2009 DLTW
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leadership problems,, use of ICT in contemporary world, t

possible ways of consolidation of an emerging democratic economy among others.

Effective Communication: explicates the purpose of effective communication, purpose 

of communication how it takes place, the direction of communication

communication process, skills and barriers to communication.

Leadership Simulation: classifies leadership skills into self

to do with personal values. It explains other traits of leadership

influencing others and task leadership. It explains the leadership models and basic life 

positions, fundamental people skill, alternative people skill among others.

Negotiation Skills: defines negotiation and outlines skills for participants by taking 

them through the streak of negotiation phases, bargaining and closure or sealing of 

negotiation. This session encourage participants to apply negotiations skills in business, 

private and public transactions. 

Scenario Building Concepts: help participants situate the curren

what they foresee in 2020. The session provides a platform for participants to project 

and visualise the Nigeria of their future 

Personal Empowerment: session is targeted at improving participants’ confidence and 

self esteem to enable them meet the challenges of the future. By primarily believing in 

themselves through internal validation among other things.

Active Citizenship: this session introduces participants to the elements of active 

citizenship and seek to reconcile conflicts that exists between individual rights and other 

responsibilities as citizens 

Individual and Group Action Plan: guides the participants through the process of 

drawing their group and individual work plans based on pressing issues in their various 

working areas or communities in order to ensure continuous application of workshop 

concepts and skills 

carding the year’s workshops, participants contented that they were highly impressed 

and significantly satisfied by the overall programme content, as well

Based on their responses from the workshop assessment data collated, 47% of the participants 

rated the workshop to be excellent while 50% said it was very good, and 3% said it was good. 

While as regards the value of the programme, 75% of the participants rated it to be excellent, 

24% said it is very good while 1% said it is good.  

Participants’ response on general assessment of 2009 DLTW 
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leadership problems,, use of ICT in contemporary world, the Nigerian challenge and 

possible ways of consolidation of an emerging democratic economy among others. 

explicates the purpose of effective communication, purpose 

of communication how it takes place, the direction of communication, methods, 

communication process, skills and barriers to communication. 

eadership skills into self-leadership, which has a lot 

s. It explains other traits of leadership which involves 

. It explains the leadership models and basic life 

positions, fundamental people skill, alternative people skill among others. 

defines negotiation and outlines skills for participants by taking 

streak of negotiation phases, bargaining and closure or sealing of 

negotiation. This session encourage participants to apply negotiations skills in business, 

help participants situate the current situation on how and 

what they foresee in 2020. The session provides a platform for participants to project 

improving participants’ confidence and 

e them meet the challenges of the future. By primarily believing in 

themselves through internal validation among other things.  

this session introduces participants to the elements of active 

hat exists between individual rights and other 

guides the participants through the process of 

drawing their group and individual work plans based on pressing issues in their various 

as or communities in order to ensure continuous application of workshop 

carding the year’s workshops, participants contented that they were highly impressed 

and significantly satisfied by the overall programme content, as well as programme delivery. 

Based on their responses from the workshop assessment data collated, 47% of the participants 

rated the workshop to be excellent while 50% said it was very good, and 3% said it was good. 

5% of the participants rated it to be excellent, 
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Participants response on the value of 2009 DLTW

 

 

2009 DLTW Achievements
 

DLTW 2009 recorded a good number of accomplishments targeted at impacting on democratic 

governance positively. There was also an increase of 

young persons were trained as against the budgeted 

designed their projects:
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General Public Group

NYSC Merit Award Winners

Female Medical Doctors Group

Secondary School Teachers 

Group

Civil Society Organisations’ 

Group
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Excellent, 47%

Very Good, 50%

Good, 3%

Participants response on the value of 2009 DLTW 

DLTW Achievements 

DLTW 2009 recorded a good number of accomplishments targeted at impacting on democratic 

governance positively. There was also an increase of 28.6% in the budgeted beneficiaries (

young persons were trained as against the budgeted 450. Each of the 5 gr

designed their projects: 

GROUP PROJECT 

General Public Group Youth Leadership Empowerment

NYSC Merit Award Winners Value Re-orientation and Professionalism for Emerging 

Professionals 

Female Medical Doctors Group Female Doctors Leadership Initiative (FDLI). 

Secondary School Teachers 

Group 

project School Holistic Approach to 

Democracy Education (SHADE).

Civil Society Organisations’ 

Group 

Leadership Development Initiative (LDI). An action plan 

to step down Civic Rights and Responsibilities Education  

DLTW 2009 recorded a good number of accomplishments targeted at impacting on democratic 

in the budgeted beneficiaries (579 

Each of the 5 groups of the DLTW 

Youth Leadership Empowerment 

orientation and Professionalism for Emerging 

Female Doctors Leadership Initiative (FDLI).  

project School Holistic Approach to 

Democracy Education (SHADE). 

Leadership Development Initiative (LDI). An action plan 

to step down Civic Rights and Responsibilities Education   
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS BY 2009 DLTW PARTICIPANTS  
 

• The need to establish an interactive forum for all DLTW Alumni 

• Zonal rotation of the workshop to enhance comfortability and wider participation. 

• Workshop materials packaging – hard cover files, souvenirs and writing pads 

• The time allocated to the outdoor team building exercise should be increased. 

• Addition of report writing, leadership and entrepreneur, time management, political 

recruitment and leadership as a tool in the family in the DLTW curriculum. 

• Introduction of excursion packages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr,. Gbenga Sesan facilitating a session on ICT as a leadership tool at one of the DLTW workshops 
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LEGISLATIVE INTERNSHIP 

PROGRAMME (LIP) 
Parliamentary strengthening has been the bulwark of discourse on the Africa’s 

democratisation process. For every military interregnum in Africa, the legislature is 

always the victim. That arm of government was usually circumvented and the institution 

proscribed. For 28 out of its 50 years of nationhood, Nigeria was ruled by forces of 

arms. It is therefore not surprising that unlike the executive and judicial arms of 

government that have grown in experience, the Legislature has demonstrably exhibited a 

weak capacity to grapple with the rigours of democratic governance. More often than 

not the parliament has been largely subsumed under the executive over which it is 

supposed to exercise oversight responsibilities.  

 

That palpable capacity deficit underpinned the Africa Leadership Forum (ALF), 

Parliamentary Support Project. Under the aegis of its Parliamentary Support Institute 

Nigeria (PSIN), and with the financial support of the Royal Norwegian Embassy 

Nigeria, the Forum in 2007 launched a Legislative Internship Programme (LIP), for 

young Nigerians. 

The first two editions were held between September and November, 2007 and between 

October, 2008 and February, 2009. The last edition of the three-edition programme was 

held between July and September, 2009. 

The LIP is specifically designed to provide young Nigerian students in higher 

institutions of learning across Nigeria with the opportunity to acquaint themselves well 

with parliamentary structures and processes with a view to encourage them to consider 

parliamentary career either as future parliamentarians or as parliamentary support staff. 
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The LIP is a three-phased programme, made up of  

� 2–day Briefing and Orientation workshop,  

� 21-day Attachment with Legislative Assemblies and  

� 2–day Debriefing/Experience Sharing session.  

 

The 21-day internship involves attachment with Legislative Houses close to the intern’s 

places of residence. Interns can complete the 21 – day attachment continuously or 

compositely within a period of sixty (60) days, from July to September, 2009. 

 

Selection Criteria & Attendance 
Of the over one thousand applications received across the federation, sixty-two (62) 

people were selected (as against the 40 participants in the 2 previous editions). This 

ordinarily should represent 55% increase in the budgeted number of trainees. Based on 

mainly reason of budgetary constraints and ability to meet other specified criteria, more 

people could not be trained, even where such criteria had been met. All the thirty six 

(36) State Houses of Assembly and the National Assembly were contacted. However, 

twenty- two (22) Houses of Assembly accepted and granted interns the opportunity to 

undertake the 21-day attachment in their respective assemblies. Those that partnered 

with ALF on the LIP last year include: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

LIP Briefing and Orientation Workshop 
The 2-day workshop was attended by 62 participants selected from all the six 

geopolitical zones of Nigeria. It availed the participants the opportunity to benefit from 

what many of them considered “various illuminating and thought provoking 

lecture/sessions from resource persons”. To set the workshop on motion was Mr. 

Nicholas Barry, Deputy Clerk of Plateau State House of Assembly, who provided 

insight on general framework and principles of engagement in the Parliament. Some of 

the core issue areas discussed include: The Nature and Structure of the Nigerian 

Legislature; Constitutional and Statutory Responsibility of the Nigerian Legislature; 

Citizenship; House Committee System and Legislative Process; Role of Party Caucuses; 

Public Policy Analysis; Roles and Requisite Skills for Parliamentary Support Staff as 

well as Building a Political Career.  

The participants also had the opportunity to have a mock Assembly session. It was 

anchored by the Director Legislative Management, Osun State House of Assembly, Mr. 

J.O. Olaluwoye. The other facilitators include notable parliamentarians like Hon. Farouk 
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Aliyu, Hon. Wale Okediran and Hon. Ade Adegbenjo. The rest were drawn from the 

civil society and academia, including, Mr. Ayodele Aderinwale, Executive Director of 

the ALF, Dr. Abubakar Momoh, Fulbright scholar and former head of Political Science 

Department at the Lagos State University and HE Olusegun Obasanjo, former President 

of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. 
 

Zonal Representation 
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Participants were taken through sixteen (16) topics (sessio

the d

forms filled by the interns in the beginning and at the end of the training sugges

following developments and achievements:
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Fig 3a Figure showing overall assessment 
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Before the Programme

Knowledge of Legislative Process and 

Structure

No Knowledge

Programme Outcome 

Participants were taken through sixteen (16) topics (sessio

the debriefing sessions. Appraisal of short term result generated from the assessment 

forms filled by the interns in the beginning and at the end of the training sugges

following developments and achievements: 

1. Knowledge of legislative structures and processes: 

a. Results generated from the pre-assessment forms filled by each participant on 

arrival showed that seventy (70%) percent of the total participants were not 

of the functions and workings of the parliament.  

b. Evaluation of the information derived from the participants’ assessment filled at the 

end of the workshop demonstrated that ninety three (93%) percent of the 

participants have improved in their skills and understanding of legislative processes 

and structures.(see fig 3a& 3b) 

Figure showing overall assessment  
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Overall Quality of the Workshop 

Ninety two percent (92%) of the total participants rated the quality of the training to be 

high in terms of resource persons, mode of delivery, content, organisation and venue. 

While ninety six (96%) percent demonstrated that they value

knowledge impacted and experiences gained. 
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Observation 

At the end of the briefing/orientation workshop which lasted for two days, interns were 

sent to different legislative houses for a 21-day attachment in accordance with the 

criterion of nearness to each intern’s place of residence. Upon completion of their 

attachment, interns returned for another 2-day debriefing/experience sharing exercise. 

Included in the schedule of activities for debriefing/experience sharing session was a 15 

minutes report presentation by each intern on his/her activities in the legislative houses. 

Also, the interns submitted their log books which were duly signed by the supervising 

legislative officers in their respective assemblies.  

While in their respective assemblies, the interns observed that most legislative 

assemblies’ members are graduates of tertiary institutions who have displayed genuine 

commitment to their legislative assignments. Although the capacities and skills of both 

the elected members and support staff in some of the Houses need to be enhanced for 

effective performance.  

It was observed that in some Legislative Assemblies inadequate infrastructure in terms 

of accommodation and office spaces to operate makes it difficult for legislative 

members and the support staff to discharge their duties effectively. Most of these 

Houses of Assembly lack functional libraries to support legislative work and research. 

In most Houses of Assembly, records of bills passed and /or rejected were not properly 

documented or preserved for future references. 

Majority of the State House of Assemblies are dominated and controlled by the majority 

party. Oppositions in such Houses are either virtually nonexistent or at best, minimal. 

Challenges 

Some issues were identified as major challenge of the programme. These challenges 

drawn from interns log book are as follows: 

1. Inability to accommodate more applicants: According to the working budget, 

ALF is limited to train forty (40) people per internship workshop. Upon publicity in 

the national dailies, over one thousand applications were received across Nigeria. 

At the end of the selection process sixty two (62) candidates were invited for the 

training. It put some stress on the budget, but creative management of resources 

saved the day. 

2. Recess and Election Tribunal: It was expected that the thirty six (36) states of the 

country and Abuja will participate in the programme, but only twenty-two (22) 

participated. This was as a result of 2008 gubernatorial elections re-run, petition 

panels and tribunal sittings, as well as transition to new governments that unsettled 

some State Houses of Assembly. Furthermore, most Legislative Houses were on 

recess as at the time of the internship which made plenary sittings irregular. 

3. Financial difficulties: Interns complained about the stipends of eight thousand four 

hundred naira (N8, 400) given to them by ALF as being insufficient to cover their 

transportation throughout the period of the internship. 

4.  Publicity: Although ALF gave the programme a deserved publicity both in the 

national dailies and through its network, it was not enough to capture the attention 

of people in some South-South and Northern areas. It was recorded that only twenty 

one women participated in the programme, seven of which came from the north. 
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5. Attitudes of staff of the Legislative Houses: Most staff and members of the 

Legislative Houses, participants reported, were yet to understand the meaning and 

essence of the internship programme. While some suspected that the interns 

attached to them are spies sent to monitor their activities. Often times, the interns 

were bullied and harassed by security operatives within the Houses of Assembly. 

Suggested Solutions 

Although the LIP 2009 faced a lot of challenges before, during and after the programme 

which portend threat to the sustainability, or could clog the overall objective of the 

programme, here are a few programme of action to tackle the challenges and improve on 

subsequent editions of the LIP. 

1. More funds should be made available in order to increase the number of young 

people to be trained per year. This will increase the number of people that will be 

attached to the Houses of Assembly. 

2. The timing of the programme should be properly checked to make it  more 

convenient for different participating legislative houses 

3. Bursary allowance/stipends should be increased and also, factored into the main 

budget. Interns should be posted only to state where they reside. 

4. The level of publicity should be increased to capture the interest of people in the 

under-represented areas and among womenfolk. ALF will therefore engage fully its 

DLTW, PSP and LIP network.  

5. Interns should be provided with means of identification while undergoing their 

internship. 

6. Director of Legislative Departments of participating Houses of Assembly should be 

invited for the Orientation/ Briefing Workshop. 

7. Periodic visit and courtesy calls should be made to participating Houses during 

internship. 

8. An appreciation letter/mail should be sent to all participating Legislative Houses 

upon completion of the internship exercise. 

 

 

 

 

 
A Participant receiving his Certificate of Participation 

from Dr. Olumide Ajayi, Deputy Director ALF 
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Business School Netherlands/Nigeria - 

BSNN 
Since 2003, BSN Nigeria has been contributing to higher education and management learning 

through facilitation and development of African managers’ skills, knowledge, research 

capabilities and ability to take action with regards to the problems, prospects and challenges 

facing their own (managers’)organisations. BSN’s programmes carry the intrinsic character of 

the Action Learning methodology which has proved to be one of the critical factors resulting in 

the business school’s current position as the leading provider of MBA studies, recognised in 

Europe and with a highly relevant approach to effective management development.  

 

Values of Action Learning include:  

• High return on investment 

• Shared learning throughout various levels of the organisation. 

• A method of conducting Research & Development activities with immediate and direct 

relevance to organisation. 

• Greater self-awareness and self-confidence due to new insights and feedback. 

• Ability to ask better reflective questions, leading to enhanced creativity and problem-solving 

ability. 

• Improved communications and teamwork 

• Flexibility of learning – minimal disruption to job schedule, etc 

 

BSN started operations in April 2004 when 16 pioneering students enrolled in the MBA 

programme. Today, BSN has twenty five (25) sets of MBA students in Lagos and Abuja. 83 new 

MBA Students were admitted in 2009. The institution successfully graduated 32 students during 

the last graduation ceremony held at Hague, The Netherlands in November, 2009.   

 

We have trained over 550 participants on the 2 or 3-day Action Learning Management 

Development Programmes (also known as Masters’ Classes) and over 14 students on the 6-month 

Management Competence Development Programme (diploma). 

 

In Phase 3 of the Executive MBA Programme are over 50 Students who are being engaged on 

their final dissertation towards 2010 graduation. 

 

With the school fully active in Abuja and Jos while Ota remains its primary operational base. The 

alumni chapter for BSN Nigeria was inaugurated in March, 2010. The school is now positioned 

as one of the foremost business schools in Nigeria through its aggressive marketing and 

awareness campaign via sms and print media on the benefit of Action Learning.  

 

For detailed information on all our workshops in 2010, please visit www.bsn.eu/nigeria   
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InfoPrenuer  
 
Publications play a crucial role in the scope of ALF’s activities. The forum has a comprehensive 

mailing list that facilitate effective distribute worldwide. To achieve maximum effect, these 

publications have online editions that are circulated among heads of government, senior 

government functionaries, decision makers, outstanding business executives, entrepreneurs, 

private individuals and libraries all over the world. 

One of the outstanding repositories of the potentials for sustaining the knowledge and activities 

of the EDC, Africa Leadership Forum has located a responsibility for itself in term of articulating 

and disseminating information on issues of wealth creation, poverty reduction, entrepreneurship 

etc that will continue to drive the process of actualising the objectives of the Millennium 

Development Goals (MDGs), in the states. 

                          Content 
Unlike periodical publications with articles, stories, or pictures on multiple subjects by multiple 

authors, Info-prenuer welcomes articles that are a must read with articles about one main subject 

-entrepreneurship or on topics relating to entrepreneurial promotion.  

                           Audience 
Info-prenuer is written for a group of people with a common interest – best practices (not sharp 

practices). Sometimes could contain more technical jargon or specialised language or terms that 

may not readily be understood by the general public that doesn't share the interest or common 

bonds of the newsletter audience because it is not for the general public nor does it have  special 

interest magazines audience as target. 

                    Distribution 
It is available by subscription to interested parties and distributed to our network of partners 

locally, nationally, sub-regionally and internationally. With time, when supported by advertising, 

more people will have access to the hard copy for a fee. The print periodical has an electronic 

version, usually in PDF format.  For now, Info-prenuer is also available online at 

www.africaleadership.org. The electronic version is also forwarded to major and interested 

stakeholders on our mailing list. 

            Features 
Printed 4-colour on glossy paper. The writing style is short, crisp free-flowing diction to provide 

easily digestible and concise usable information for would-be and burgeoning entrepreneurs and 

those wanting to grow their businesses beyond their present scope. Yes, in tabloid format, but 

devoid of frivolities and elements of yellow journalism.  We are concerned about news about the 

EDC: its products, people and activities, as well as issues bothering on women in 

entrepreneurship (momprenuers), Quickbiz Ideas (High yielding business that can be done with 

meagre amount) Mentoring, resource planning, interviews, motivational and success stories, 

resource management, techniques for sources and managing success and small business and 

business expansion.  

Print or Pixels 
 The content and audience are the main criteria and determinants of what we churn out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Newsletter of the 
Entrepreneurship Development Centre, Lagos
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Partnerships 
For any civil society organisation of the intellectual depth, size and impactful existence spanning 

over two decades like the ALF, networking is a social engineering tool to determine its relevance 

and measure its goodwill. For 21 years, the list of partners across the various regions of the world 

is inexhaustible. From individuals, charities, to multi-national agencies and organisations to non-

governmental organisations and development agencies and foreign government embassies, the 

goodwill has been innumerable. Those who partnered with us in the past included, but not limited 

to, Carnegie Corporation of New York, The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), 

Daewoo Corporation of Korea, The World Bank, Rockefeller Foundation, the German 

Foundation for Development, Friedrich Naumann Foundation, Mac Arthur Foundation, Canadian 

International evelopment Agency (CIDA), European Commission, Global Coalition for Africa, 

Friedrich Ebert Foundation, the Economic Commission for Africa, the Danish International 

Developmant Agency (DANIDA), the United State Agency for International Development and 

the Catholic Organisation for Relief and Development (CORDAID), to corporate bodies like 

Tower Aluminium, John Holt, Shell Petroleum and Julius Berger and countries individuals too 

numerous to mention, ALF has with wide cultural perspective and universal overtone, dictated 

the pace of integration and internalisation of civil society content in social, economic and 

political reformation in Africa. 

In 2009, we continued to build on previous networks by interfacing and collaborating on the 

following programmes and agencies in furtherance of our quest for good governance and 

equalisation of opportunities. 

i. United Nations Global Compact Local Network in Nigeria 

The Africa Leadership Forum in collaboration with Nigeria Economic Summit Group and 

Nigeria Institute of International Affairs all of Global Compact Local Network in Nigeria 

organised the 2009 UN Global Compact Regional Conference for Africa. it was held between 

16
th

 and 19
th

 March, 2009, at Sheraton Hotel, Ikeja Lagos, Nigeria with the theme, “Business 

taking a stand in the fight against corruption”. The meeting presented a unique opportunity 

for participants to benefit from discussions on the subject of business challenges, opportunities 

and approaches to collectively tackle corruption. The objective of the workshop was to equip 

business leaders and Global Compact Local Network Focal Points from Africa with practical 

collective action, tools and strategies to counter corruption in business operations. 

The conference had two days of closed meetings (16
th

 -17
th 

March) in which companies examined 

how to utilise collective action to counter corruption and introduce new collective action 

strategies/ tools for business operations. 

The participants were drawn from the public sector, the organised private sector, development    

partners, civil society and UNGC networks from Africa and around the world. 

ii. Global Social Entrepreneurship Competition (GSEC). 

In 2009, Africa Leadership Forum accepted the invitation to be an outreach partner for The 

Global Business Centre of the University of Washington Foster School of Business, with regards 

to the 2010 Global Social Entrepreneurship Competition (GSEC).   

GSEC engages creative minds around the world to encourage bolder and less conventional 

business solutions to global poverty.  The competition was opened to students around the globe 

and across different fields of study. GSEC plans were judged on the quality of life in the 

developing world, financial sustainability, and implementation feasibility.   
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The business ideas focussed on any industry area, such as global health, environment, 

technology, agriculture, and education. Multidisciplinary teams were also highly encouraged.  

Twelve to fifteen semi-finalist teams from around the world will be invited to Seattle for GSEC 

Week in 2010, where they will pitch their business ideas to judges and the University of 

Washington community, visit regional companies, and compete for prize money, including 

global health awards 

iii. ALF, Gender Is My Agenda Campaign (GIMAC), and Femmes Africa Solidarite 

(FAS): 

The ALF has been an active member of the Gender Is My Agenda Campaign (GIMAC), Network 

coordinated by Femmes Africa Solidarite (FAS), since 2001. 

The strategy behind the formation of GIMAC entails influencing, and sometimes, inducing 

support from Africa’s political leaders and principals as a basis for infusing a gender perspective 

to the continent’s agenda of transformation.  This strategy was crucial in the early years of the 

transformation of the African Union because it enabled women to seize the opportunity presented 

by the desire for change within the continent.  It also opened a door for their engagement with the 

reflection that was taking place in terms of defining the appropriate framework for putting Africa 

on the path of reconstruction and development.  

Out of this strategy has emerged a vigorous campaign for gender mainstreaming involving 

numerous African women’s networks that have grown stronger over time.  With keen interest to 

have African leaders commit themselves to gender mainstreaming at the onset of the creation of 

the African Union, women networks, coordinated by FAS, organised the 1st
 
Pre-Summit strategic 

consultation on mainstreaming gender and women’s effective participation in the run up to the 

first African Union Summit in June 2002. The ALF assisted the meeting in crafting the various 

engagement strategies adopted in getting the African Heads of State to infuse gender perspective 

into the activities and programmes of the new union including the adoption of gender parity 

principle in the selection and appointment of the key officer of the Africa Union Commission 

(AUC). 

The ALF has participated in all the 12 pre-summit meetings (2001-2009) of the network and in 

fact, hosted and coordinated the 5
th

 Consultative Meeting in Abuja, in January 2005. This 

consultation adopted the Abuja Recommendations for Civil Society Monitoring and Evaluation 

of the Solemn Declaration. 

The ALF played a prominent role in the drafting and eventual adoption of the Solemn 

Declaration on Gender Equality in Africa (SDGEA), during the first Heads of State Gender 

Summit which took place in June 2004 at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The ALF is also the focal point 

of the network in charge of governance and leadership issues. In 2009, the Executive Director of 

Africa Leadership Forum went to Mozambique as part of GIMAC delegation to give the African 

gender award to the president of Mozambique. 

iv. World Bank International Essay Competition 

The ALF has been involved as a partner in the execution of the World Bank International Essay 

Competition since 2006 and also serves as part of the jury as well as a member of the steering 

committee. In 2009, ALF also participated in the WB Essay Competition in Seoul, South Korea. 

The World Bank launched the International Essay Competition in the year 2004. The essay 

competition is an annual, worldwide competition targeting young adults between 18 to 25 years 

and managed by the World Bank office in Paris. The competition is designed and implemented in 

partnership with country offices of the World Bank and Public Information Centres (PIC), in 84 
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countries, as well as partners representing universities, NGOs and youth organisations all over 

the world.  Other partners that work with ALF on this project include  

1.  Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

2.  Cities Alliance  

3. UN Habitat  

4. United Cities and Local Governments  

5. Cairo University, Egypt  

6. Jadavpur University, India  

7. National Autonomous University of Mexico  

8. Conciencia Argentina  

9. The Glocal Forum  

10. AEGEE Europe  

11. AIESEC International  

12. Junior Achievement Worldwide  

13. Researchers Alliance for Development (RAD)  

14. Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
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What the People Say 
Characterisation of an entity is always predicated upon what people say about them, what they 

say about themselves and is written about them. Here are reflections and thoughts of people and 

institutions about the being – ALF 

Participants 

“A friend of mine, Tunde Anifowose, participated in your recent training programme held in 

Enugu and became a positively changed person. The difference in Tunde before he went to 

Enugu and now is too much. I desire such a positive change in my life too. Therefore, I would 

like to know how to participate in your subsequent training programmes.  

- Sulaimon Olarewaju, a journalist with Africa Newspapers Nig. Pic., publishers of Tribune 

titles 

“From the very beginning of the Africa Leadership Forum, its objectives had been lofty: to 

examine the challenges of leadership in African development, and help African leaders both 

incumbent and potential to acquire the necessary skills for enabling leadership, the prerequisite 

for good governance.” -Professor Anezi N. Okoro, foremost medical doctor and writer at the 

University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital Enugu, Nigeria 

“EDC has become a place where all my family members are yearning to attend because of the 

qualities of the training” - Dr Priscillia Otuya, owner, Marine Consulting) #234 (0)8033931163 

“I must commend ALF for a job well done. I must confess I actually had more than I expected. It 

has helped me in a lot of ways especially in the area of self evaluation and discovery of my innate 

capabilities and capacities. I say good job ALF!” – Ibrahim Muhammad Garba, DLTW 

participant 

 “The facilitators are too superb even in their counseling and training”-  Olasupo Ajibola 

Grace, EDC trainee and new entrepreneur, owner Poultry Farms) 08029082510   

“The workshop has really taken me to another level. It has added value to me, which I intend to 

inject into my work. This is one of the few workshops that I have attended that has not only 

exposed me but widen my horizon tremendously. The workshop is a necessity for development in 

all spheres of individual and national life. I recommend that it be sustained and the scope be 

made more involving so that more people will benefit” – Eshiet Essien, PSP intern, Calabar 
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Leaders 
“The Forum has made contributions across a wide spectrum of issues, but particularly in the 

development of a dynamic civil society, a crucial ingredient in maintaining and strengthening 

representative democracy” – Mr. Kofi Annan, former Secretary General of the United Nations 

 

“The Forum represents a unique African initiative to deal with a number of vexing proble1fls 

that have plagued our continent and bedevilled African leaders and their development partners 

alike." - H.E Dr.O.K.J.Masire, former President of Botswana 

 

"I take pleasure in congratulating ALF for the preponderant role it has been playing in raising 

these issues that are so crucial to the life of our continent and for the timely initiative of 

organising this Kampala Forum.” - Joaquim Chissano, former President of Mozambique and 

only Winner (to date) of MO Ibrahim Prize Winner for Leadership in Africa 

 

“. . . activities such as those of the Africa Leadership Forum are important in helping our 

governments in the examination of issues and strategies that would otherwise receive inadequate 

attention or overstretch, beyond practical limits, our existing capabilities. "- Sam Nujoma 

former President of the Republic of Namibia  

 

''Africa can go nowhere further from where the continent is today without security, stability, 

development and cooperation in all its parts and at all levels of the life and work of its 

population”- Kenneth Kaunda, first President of Zambia  

 

“It is my sincere hope that the in-depth analysis and exchange of views which took place during 

those meetings and those which will take place in future conferences will enhance Africa's efforts 

to achieve faster economic recovery and accelerated development. I therefore wish to take this 

opportunity to wish the forum great success in its deliberations"- Ali Hassan Mwinyi former 

President of the United Republic of Tanzania  

 

"The range of issues identified in the (Kampala) Document reflects the aspirations of the 

governments and peoples of Africa, and when the OAU Council of Ministers acts, I am confident 

that the international community will show its solidarity.”- Michael Manley, former Prime 

Minister of Jamaica  
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News Line 
During the year under review ALF also interfaced with the media. As gatekeepers for societal 

norms, the role of the press in measuring impact assessment for evaluating the relevance of our 

programme cannot be over-emphasised. The quality of our programmes has been attested to by 

positive and wide media reviews in national newspapers, radio and TV stations. The tangible 

recordings in printed words are captured below: 

Vanguard 

The Training of Youths at Africa Leadership 

Forum 

By Olubusuyi Adenipekun, 30 July 2009 

 

Both the Legislative Internship Programme (LIP) and the Entrepreneurship Development 

Programme (EDP) are two initiatives of the Africa Leadership (ALF) that have, over the year, 

been doing the Nigerian youths a whole lot of good. 

The 2009 edition of LIP is on-going now and scores of young Nigerians and students of higher 

institutions from across the six geo-political zones are being provided the opportunity to acquaint 

themselves with parliamentary structures and process, with the objective of preparing them as 

future parliamentarians or parliamentary support staff. The internship training, a programme the 

Parliamentary  Support Institute (PSI), is a three-phased activity made up of a 2- day orientation 

workshop, 21-day internship with either the National Assembly of State Legislative Assemblies 

depending on the proximity  of Interns’ places of  residence and a 2-day experience sharing 

workshop. 

According to the Executive Director of ALF, Mr. Ayodele Aderinwale, the benefits of LIP are 

both educational and experiential. He said: “The briefing/orientation workshop is designed to 

expose the beneficiaries to the theoretical underpinnings of the parliament, while the 21-day 

practical internship session will expose interns to the practical workings of the parliament. “He 

said that the legislative training is necessary because majority of Nigerian youths have military 

orientation arising from the long years of military rule in the country, adding that the public 

perception is that the House of Assembly is meant for hooligan’s business opportunities in the 

emerging Nigerian economy vis-vi-vis their individual potentials to exploit these opportunities.” 

Ajayi said that the graduation ceremony provides the forum for rewarding the deceptiveness and 

active participation of the trainees with the award of the CBN certificate of participation in 

Entrepreneurship Development. It would also provide the platform to showcase the enormous 

potentials of the trainees to willing investors with interest in exploiting opportunities in the 

economy. The programme would not only award certificates and provide medium for 

networking, it would also create an atmosphere to learn from the experience of the VANGUARD 

and highly successful entrepreneur, Mrs. Ibukun Awosika, Chairman/CEO of the Sokoar Chair 

Centre, Victoria Island. 

Ajayi said the convocation would hold on a bi-monthly basis from next year because ‘EDC is to 

produce larger turnout of trained entrepreneurs. “Government officials, business executives and 

microfinance banks, as well as, trainees and their families and notable public functionaries have 

been invited to grace the occasion. 
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First Bank Signs MOU With ALF-EDC 

Lucky Fiakpa 

22 December 2009 

First Bank of Nigeria plc has through its Micro finance Bank, FBN Micro Finance Bank signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding with Entrepreneurship Development Centre, Lagos to provide 

financial facilities to graduates of the centre to run businesses. 

The Entrepreneurship Development Centre, Lagos is managed by the Africa leadership Forum 

The Memorandum of Understanding was signed in Ota on December 5, 2008, the First Bank 

team was led by the Managing Director/Chief Executive of FBN Micro finance Bank, Mrs. 

Paulin Nsg, who signed the agreement on behalf of First Bank, while the ALF-EDC team was led 

by Mr. Ayodele Aderinwale who signed the agreement on behalf on Africa leadership Forum, 

Entrepreneurship Development Centre, Lagos. 

The Entrepreneurship Development Centre, EDC Lagos, an enterprise development outfit was 

created by the Central Bank of Nigeria, the Lagos Centre is managed by the Africa Leadership 

Forum. 

First Bank and ALF agreed to a partnership which gave birth to the state Growth Enterprises 

Development fund. The fund is a pool of funds contributed by the government of the South West 

States of Nigeria, International and Local Donor agencies and the First Bank of Nigeria plc. It 

will be managed by ALF and FBN Micro Finance Bank Limited, which is a subsidiary of First 

Bank. 

According to the Executive Director Mr. Ayodele Aderinwale , 'The fund is aimed at assisting 

Growth Enterprises through the provision on non-collaterized loans at a single digit interest rate 

to the beneficiaries of the ALF-EDC enterprise training whose business plans have been certified 

bankable.  

CBN trains 6,708 entrepreneurs 

Olalekan Olabulo, Lagos - 01.12.2009  

 

The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has trained 6,708 prospective entrepreneurs in Lagos State, 

under the Entrepreneurship Development Programme. This was disclosed at the International 

Conference Centre of the African Leadership Forum at Ota, Ogun State, by the Project Director, 

Ayodele Aderinwale (MFR) during the convocation ceremony of a new batch of graduates of 

the scheme.  

The Lagos office of the Central Bank‘s Entrepreneurship Development Centre (EDC) opened on 

the 18th of August, 2008 and has, so far, produced 28 batches of trainees under the graduate 

scheme and 16 batches under the non- graduate scheme.  

Aderinwale, in his welcome address at the convocation ceremony, noted that the programme “as 

a response mechanism to the challenge of youth unemployment and poverty came out of the 

conviction that the best way to eradicate poverty is not to alleviate it or make it bearable.“  

He further stated that “ the most effective instrument for combating poverty is wealth creation, 

which puts poverty on the back foot and on the retreat.“ The Executive Director of Africa 

Leadership Forum also maintained that the EDC intervention, which commenced in 2008, was 

also expected to contribute meaningfully to economic growth in Nigeria by stimulating 

employment generation and providing enterprise development services, to unemployed youths.  

He also highlighted the fact that through the centre’s the business advisory services, 6,853 

people have been counselled and 246 business plans generated with another 947 at various 

stages of completion.  
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Aderinwale also stated that collaborative efforts had been strengthened with interface among 

EDC, Lagos, and Ekiti state governments, Lagos State Micro Finance Initiative (LASMI), Lagos 

State Ministry of Women Affairs and Poverty Alleviation, National Association of Small Scale 

and Medium Enterprises (NASME) and non-governmental organisations.  

The guest speaker at the graduation ceremony, Ibukun Awosika, while delivering a lecture 

entitled “Enterpreneurship as a Viable Option to White Collar Job,” enjoined the fresh graduates 

of the centre to see entrepreneurship as a lifetime opportunity that could turn their lives around.  

She, however, advised them to be very hardworking, credible, determined, visionary and 

trustworthy, if they were to succeed in the entrepreneurship world.  

 

Alternatives to Youth Unemployment 

7 December 2009 

Lagos — It has been accepted that the intractable problem of poverty in Africa is a consequence 

of failure of leadership in the continent, affecting almost every facet of our lives as black-skinned 

humans. 

However, some have contended that it is not the colour of our skin that is actually problematic, 

but the way we reason. Our reasoning pattern too cannot be solely blamed, but our history; we 

have a continent that was colonised, according to Walter Rodney for over 400 years, her land and 

people were exploited and expropriated, the surplus value of which was exported to "develop" 

the west. 

Despite the traces of neo-colonisation in most of the African states today, politically and 

economically, most of these states can be said to be independent from their former lords. It would 

therefore be extenuating, as have been severally opined, to continue to blame the west for our 

present travails as a continent and a nation. 

It is perhaps out of a desire to bring seriousness to the discourse that Africa Leadership Forum 

emerged in 1988 in Nigeria. Formed by former President Olusegun Obasanjo, the forum was 

established to address leadership questions in Africa. It was also initiated as an expression of 

commitment to contributing in a constructive and positive way, to the search for solutions to 

some seemingly intractable problems in Africa, socially, politically and economically. 

Yearly, Nigerian higher institutions turn out graduates, the population of which is usually higher 

than what the labour market can absorb. The socio economic consequence of this is that many 

youths are rendered economically recumbent and frustrated; notwithstanding the stress of 

graduating from a campus that is almost devoid of basic facilities that could impart in the 

students the capability to create wealth. 

Due to this economic crossroad, Africa Leadership Forum (ALF), in partnership with Central 

Bank of Nigeria in 2008, initiated Entrepreneurship Development Training Programme; to impart 

in the youths, the knowledge and culture of starting their own businesses instead of endlessly 

waiting for white collar jobs that are almost non existent. 

Recently, the second graduation ceremony of the CBN/ALF Entrepreneurship Training was held 

at the ALF administrative secretariat in Otta, Ogun State where 200 graduates were certified as 

entrepreneurs. As the implementing agent, ALF is charged with the responsibility of producing 

25,000 young entrepreneurs with a corresponding 25,000 new businesses being created. In the 

first six months of its operation in 2008, Entrepreneurship Development Centre, Lagos was able 

to train close to 1,800 graduates, non graduates and vocational trainees from different parts of the 

country. 
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According to the project director and the Executive Director of ALF, Mr. Ayo Aderinwale, while 

speaking at the graduation ceremony, the training is motivated by the necessity to tackle 

unemployment and poverty among young people. He said, "The best way to eradicate poverty is 

not to alleviate it or make it bearable, but the most effective instrument for combating it is wealth 

creation. By creating wealth, you put poverty on the back foot and on the retreat." 

Aderinwale further explained that through its innovative products at the Entrepreneurship 

Development Centre, ALF has been able to train 6,708 clients, 86 percent of whom are women as 

at September 2009, being an improvement on the 189 trained as at September 2008. 

In addition to the training provided by the EDC, ALF has also introduced a number of value 

added services to assist the graduates in actualising their vision of becoming successful in their 

proposed business plans. Among the services is a database of business ideas and prototypes. This 

is to effectively guide the trainees in their choice of businesses, which include over 500 micro  

and small scale business ideas, information on the required start-up capital and equipment needed 

for each venture. Also provided is The State Growth Enterprise Development Fund (STAGE), 

which is a special pool of fund contributed by the governments of South West states. The 

STAGE fund is managed by ALF in conjunction with partner banks and it is aimed at funding 

Growth Enterprises (Gees) by providing non-collateralised loans at reduced interest rates to the 

graduates of the EDC. 

Mrs. Ibukun Awosika, an entrepreneur and the CEO of Sokoa Chair Center, Lagos, while 

delivering a lecture titled, "Entrepreneurship as a Viable Option to White Collar Job" at the 

event, narrated how she started her business without much money as a fresh graduate at the age 

of 25 stressing that the venture is a success today. She explained that what is most important in 

being an entrepreneur is the building of integrity for the business because such is the only 

condition for people's trust. She also told the graduates that the seeming economic throes of the 

country are an opportunity to provide what the people need as "what makes the difference 

between the trainees and another person is the ability to apply the gained knowledge in an 

appropriate way." 

With all these ideas, have there been success stories (most especially, as it pertains to putting into 

practice, all the business theories taught during the training)? One of the graduates, Mr. Paul 

Adoga told his story: "Before our training at the EDC, our company was incorporated in 2008 

with the sole aim of carrying out business management consultancy, real estate, and general 

contracts as stipulated in our memo and Articles of Association. We approached Federal 

Mortgage Bank of Nigeria for funding but they requested that we acquire a virgin land before 

they could finance the infrastructure. We were never funded. However after training at the EDC, 

I got other ideas particularly in the area of supplies of diesel and contracts to supply school 

uniforms, sports wears to Nursery Schools, the funds generated from these areas are now 

sustaining the firm". 

Miss Fasina Olamide who is a graduate of the Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye enrolled 

at the EDC in July 2009. Her experience: "Being part of the entrepreneurship programme was the 

best decision I have ever taken in my life. Now, I have increased confidence in myself and I have 

started my own business, packaging dry soup ingredients for sale. With just N5, 000.00, I have 

been able to start a business with the prospect of a turnover of N850, 000.00 in 18 months." 

"Though I opened my boutique in March 2009, business was still on the low side until one day 

when my husband brought the EDC adverts in Guardian newspaper to me at home. Before the 

training, I was not keeping records of what came in and what went out of my boutique. I was not 

paying myself as I was always dipping my hand into the business money as I felt like. But with 

my training at the EDC, I have been taught the importance of record keeping, stock taking and 

the need to pay myself even as the owner of the business. I have now employed a sales manager 

who I also pay." That is the experience of Mrs. Olumike Nwokoro, CEO of Dpiluk Enterprises. 
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With these kinds of experiences, there seems to be a ray of hope in investment success in Nigeria. 

Young graduates and the unemployed may now have alternatives and unemployment may truly 

and effectively be tackled. 

 

ICT training for undergraduates in Lagos  THE NATION 
Published 9/07/2009 

Mr Ayodele Aderinwale, the Executive Director of Africa Leadership Forum, has emphasised the 

need to empower both Nigerian undergraduates and graduates for national development.  

Speaking on Monday during the flag-off of a one-week seminar initiated by ALF, in conjunction 

with the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) and Hewlet Packard, at 

its headquarters in Agege, Aderinwale said Nigeria should adopt the idea of self-development 

rather than looking for jobs. He said ALF is also contributing its quota in this respect through the 

workshop. 

His words: "Instead of scarcity of job, I think the solution is self development, our graduate and 

undergraduate needs to be empowered which should be our concern for this generation."  

Mr Francis Ukoh, Expert ICT/Business Information Network (UNIDO) Abuja, said the 

organisation, which has hitherto been instrumental to various entrepreneurial trainings in some 

parts of the country, has decided to spread its tentacles to Lagos particularly due to the successes 

it recorded in the previous training.  

"Because of our success last year recorded in Ebonyi State Centre, we have decided to extend it, 

which is why we are in Lagos this year to develop the entrepreneur skill of the youth; most 

especially the undergraduates and the graduates, to minimise the rate of unemployment in our 

society and make everybody self-employed." 

He said 10 people within age 16-25 age bracket would undergo training in IT free of charge. He 

nonetheless advised the10 lucky trainees to make the best use of the opportunity.  

Mr Chukwuemeka Chukwuka, a representative of Hewlett Packard (HP) said knowledge of 

Information Technology for every Nigerian graduate today is a necessity. 

"Before graduates can be given jobs, they need adequate knowledge of Information Technology. 

Over the years, we have discovered  own responsibility to the society. I think what 

(graduates/undergraduates) need is to acquire some basic business knowledge that will help 

them; so with this training, they can stand on their own; work and get the result on their own."  

Africa Leadership Forum was founded in 1988 by the former President Olusegun Obasanjo. 

Since then, it has been committed to contributing constructively into the search for solution to 

some Africa peculiar challenges. 
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AFRICA LEADERSHIP FORUM MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2009 

 

        2009   2008   

        =N=   =N= 

 

INCOME       241,572,266  229,036,410 

 

EXPENSES     

 

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES    135,908,816   89,203,059 

 

PROGRAM EXPENSES     71,811,338   34,938,028 

 

PROFESSIONAL & FINANCIAL CHARGES  3,799,527   24,338,352 

 

COST OF OPERATION     211,519,681   148,479,439 

 

RESULT OF OPERATION FOR THE YEAR  30,952,585   80,556,971 
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Would You Like to Fellowship With Us? 

NOMINATION FORM 
The Africa Leadership Forum is anxious to build up its dossier of knowledgeable and articulate individuals who can be asked to 

participate in some of its sessions. Leadership for the forum is not restricted to those in government offices. It includes members of 

the executive of political parties; the second echelon of executive managers in the various aspects of business; leading intellectuals; 

penultimate and second ranks of service heads in the military and directors in various arms of the civil bureaucracy. 

You can assist by sending the attached nomination form to people known to you for completion and forwarding same to us by mail 

through this address: 

The Executive Director 

Africa Leadership Forum 

P. O. Box 766, Ota, Nigeria 

Tel: 234-(80) 345 43925 

E-mail:info@africaleadership.or 

Website:www.africaleadership.org 

Please type or print clearly when filling in this form. 

Surname: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

First Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Dateof Birth: _______________________________________Sex:___________________________________________________ 

Nationality: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Occupation: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Telephone:___________________________________Fax:_____________________________________________________ 

Postal/Business Address:______________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Tel:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Fax:_________________________________________________ ______________________________________________________ 

E-mail_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please give brief career and educational details: 

Professional Interest:_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other Non-Professional Interest:________________________________________________________________________________ 

Are you already on our mailing list? (Yes) (No) 

Have you participated in any of our previous programmes? (Yes) (No) 

If yes specify:_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Any additional information please? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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About Africa Leadership Forum 
The Africa Leadership Forum (ALF), is Africa’s premier civil society and not-for-profit 

organisation. It grew out of the need to assist in improving the capacity of African leaders to 

confront development challenges. 

H.E Olusegun Obasanjo, Nigeria’s immediate past President, created the Forum in 1988, 

motivated by widespread and palpable crises of leadership and management. Part of ALF’s 

mission is to develop leadership activities in Africa in order to increase productivity of major 

actors in government, parliament, business and civil society. In this way, conditions for the 

development of the continent in an environment of peace, stability and security will be created. A 

range of high level conferences, seminars, workshops and publications address the quest for 

effective leadership, efficient management and enhancement of skills. The establishment of ALF 

was not fortuitous. It was in response to a number of very pressing challenges facing post-

independence Africa. 

Before the establishment of ALF, there was no serious Africa-led, Africa-managed and Africa-

initiated forum where leaders could meet and exchange experiences with the view to improving 

their performances. No less worrying was the difficulty involved in gaining access to relevant 

data on issues of national, regional or global importance. 

ALF was thus established as an expression of commitment to contributing in a constructive and 

positive way to the search for solutions to some of these problems, by developing leadership 

capabilities in Africa in order to increase output in government, the parliament, the business, the 

civil society and to create conditions conducive to the development of the continent in an 

environment of peace, stability and security. 

One of ALF’s significant policy contributions to Africa’s development is the initiation, design 

and promotion of the Conference on Security, Stability, Development and Cooperation in Africa 

(CSSDCA), which was adopted by the Organisation of Africa Unity (OAU), in year 2000 at 

Lome, Togo, during the Assembly of African Heads of State and Government. To date, ALF 
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remains the first and only civil society organisation that has performed such a feat. The CSSDCA 

is a standing conference that will convene every two years to review the progress made by 

African countries as it relates to all the commitments entered into by them under the CSSDCA. 

Also, the Africa Leadership Forum has been in the forefront of working with and building the 

capacities of African Women for leadership and development, which culminated in the creation 

of Africa Women Forum (AWF). The forum seeks to identify and establish a medium through 

which it can challenge ideas and create networking opportunities. The AWF has been convened 

several times in the past years.  

ALF’s involvement with leadership development spans 21 years’ existence. ALF’s workshop 

alumni have become political and business leaders in Nigeria, Senegal, Ivory Coast, Republic of 

Benin and Namibia among others. In addition to this, ALF has organised training conferences, 

workshops and capacity building sessions for young and old leaders from various walks of life. 

Moreover, ALF had been involved in policy advocacy and research activities that have been of 

tremendous benefit to both Nigeria and the African continent. We are currently working on a 

convergence model that will synthesise all three newly introduced initiatives in Africa. These are 

the CSSDCA, NEPAD and the African Union. 

Mission and Objectives 

The principal objective of the Forum is to enhance leadership qualities and performance at all 

levels and in all walks of life in Africa.  

The aims of the Forum are: 

a) To encourage the diagnosis, understanding and informed search for solutions to local, 

regional and global problems; taking account of their inter-relationships and mutual 

consequences, involving both current and future leaders; 

b) To develop, organise and support programmes for the training of able, capable and 

promising Africans with leadership potentiality so as to expose them to the demands, duties 

and obligations of leadership positions and to prepare them systematically to assume higher 

responsibilities as well as to meet the challenges of an interdependent world; 

c) To generate greater understanding and to enhance the knowledge and awareness of 

development and social problems within a global context, among young potential leaders 

from all sectors of society, cutting across national, regional, continental, professional and 

institutional borders; with a view to fostering close and enduring relationships as well as 

promoting life-long association and co-operation among such potential leaders; 

d) To support and encourage the diagnosis and informed search for appropriate and effective 

solutions to local and regional African problems from an African perspective-within the 

framework of global interdependence- including consideration of phased action programmes 

that can be initiated by various communities, countries, sub-regions and institutions, drawing 

on current leaders and decision-makers, scientists and young persons; 

e) To sensitise incumbent leaders and policy makers, the media and the public at large- both in 

and outside Africa- on national, regional and global problems of development, strategy, 

environment and management in a way to facilitate their effective contributions to solutions; 

f) To harness and utilise the influence and moral authority of leaders especially the residual 

influence and moral authority of those not currently in executive positions, for the settlement 

of conflicts, reconciliation and establishment of harmony among African countries 
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g) To undertake actions and measures that will promote and sustain democratic practice and 

culture in Africa; 

h) To disseminate information, ideas, and solutions to problems, work reports and activities of 

the Forum; through publication of books, journals, videos and other means of passing 

information and knowledge; 

i) To assist in the development of the spirit and culture of entrepreneurship, self-development 

and job creation; among young professionals, especially those with an inclination towards 

and interest in business activities; 

j) To develop close network, outreach and cooperation with organisations, institutions and 

individuals in and out of Africa, with a view to promoting and enhancing the work of the 

Forum and for mobilisation and coordination of efforts and resources. 

Programmes and Activities 
The forum pursues its objectives in a variety of ways, encompassing different approaches and 

modalities so as to build and improve on leadership skills, experience and exposure in all walks 

of life, such as: 

 

a)  Exposing African leaders to recognised and accomplished leaders from within and 

outside Africa so as to exchange views in an informal setting and to partake in their 

specific experience particularly in an African environment;  

b)  Arranging seminars, meetings and face-to-face encounters on emerging key issues 

bringing together African leaders in an effort to focus both on global questions with a 

direct bearing on Africa and on problems of a sub-regional or regional character;  

c)  Organising events in different African countries and at locations of international 

organisations, where appropriate, to accomplish a broad outreach;  

d)  Disseminating findings and proposals on priority issues so as to induce decision-makers 

in Africa and other continents to address the problems and take appropriate actions;  

e)  Involving both well-known personalities and the younger generation, mostly uninducted 

to international exchanges and co-operation, drawn from a network which will gradually 

be built through recommendations and identification by experienced personalities;  

f)  Holding bi-monthly farm house dialogues at the forum centre in Ota, Nigeria, to discuss 

issues of a more national interest which may have wider relevance and ramifications for 

other African countries;  

g)  Publishing a journal of leadership and development for wide distribution and circulation 

amongst Africans and non-Africans. The journal carries articles and analyses on Africa 

or Africa-related problems and in-depth/detailed interviews with accomplished leaders.  


